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Abstract 

 

Basic method of assessing error between a time series and its simulated series 

is to consider point-wise error. However, it has the limitation of not having 

any clue on trends or at least variations in adjacent entries. Thus, extending 

this point-wise error into a decomposition of two different qualitative aspects 

is addressed here. The decomposition is facilitated by discrete Haar wavelet 

and subsequently a spectrum has been designed to illustrate the error allowing 

localized analysis and interpretations. Next, this spectrum is used to design a 

measure of central tendency for time series. This measure acquires variations 

in adjacent entries which is not visible in taking point-wise mean. 

Furthermore, it maintains a stochastic nature as it depends on the order of 

taking series into the process of determining the measure of central tendency. 

 

Keywords: central tendency; decomposition; error; Haar wavelet; spectrum; 

time series 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Error calculation is an important aspect in numerical analysis. It ultimately benefits in 

applied mathematical contexts such as model validation too. Classical but still the 

most convenient way of error estimation is to determine just the difference between 
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actual value and approximated value (Conte and De Boor, 1965). This is applicable in 

time series as well since one can execute point-wise error calculation in that fashion. 

However, since time series data may represent longer trends or significant variat ions 

in some neighborhoods, it is not reasonable to emphasis only on point-wise errors. 

This chapter first presents a spectrum to illustrate the error associated with series of 

observed values (data) and their simulated approximations. 

Discrete Haar wavelet is the underpinning technique for the proposed spectrum. The 

first initiative to the concept of wavelet was laid in 1909 by a research work carried 

out by Alfred Haar. It has been developed in present theoretical and computational 

forms due to the contributions over the past century from Jean Morlet, Alex 

Grossmann, Y. Mayer, Stephane Mallat and Inqrid Daubechies (Gomez, 2013). 

Wavelet techniques have a wide range of applications in signal processing and image 

processing. As in the Fourier transform, wavelet transforms do the transformation of a 

time-domain signal into a frequency-domain context. Thus, it allows dealing with a 

frequency-based view of a signal with useful analysis on both algebraic and 

computational perspectives. Specific feature of a wavelet approach compared to the 

Fourier technique is the ways and means of visualizing both low-frequency and high-

frequency information according to required windowing with varying size. To cater 

that sort of specification, Fourier transform has to be adapted with small sections of a 

signal at a time as proposed by Gabor, but still it may not be a precise way we 

anticipate (Gomez, 2013). 

Main operational attribute associated with Haar wavelet approach is to decompose a 

series of values into two sets namely scaling coefficients (father wavelets) and 

wavelet coefficients (mother wavelets). This decomposition allows recognizing 

pattern of the series in different scales of localization. By the word of pattern we mean 

increasing and decreasing attributes arising from series entries. Since we are going to 

incorporate such decomposition in the proposed error visualization, it caters to absorb 

variations in patterns into the error too. Thus, the spectrum is made to acquire the 

quality of the error in the sense of increasing decreasing patterns rather than the point-

wise quantity of the error. 

After the discussion on error, a way of obtaining a measure of central tendency for a 

set of simulated series is presented in this chapter. It contains a criterion of reducing 

the variations of two series at the first stage and continuing the process by acquiring 

series one by one with the resultant output of the previous stage. To reduce the 

variation, we use a certain part of the spectrum that illustrates the error between two 

series. Note that here the error actually refers to the variation between two series 

instead of thinking one series as an observed data series and the other one as a 

simulated approximation to that. 

 

 

2. Formulation of wavelet based error spectrum DES-W 

In this formulation, Haar wavelet is used to decompose series values with  times 

stretch for classical Haar matrix . First, data series 

 is transformed to a series of two-component vectors as 
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. 

Here,  is a positive integer allowing number of time points in the series is a power of 

two. It facilitates to carry out required coupling in further levels. Thereafter, each 

vector in  is right multiplied by the matrix  to obtain; 

, 

where  and  for . 

Then series  and  are called scaling coefficients and wavelet coefficients 

respectively. In this approach of wavelet, averaging is the scaling function as we can 

see in ’s where they represent the average of the two elements of vectors in . The 

wavelet coefficient represents slope or gradient arising from those two elements by 

taking length between two time points as two units. This process is continued for 

further levels by taking scaling coefficients  as  recursively. Then the second 

level takes average values in the first level as its data series and third level takes 

average values in the second level as its data series and so on. It can be smoothly 

carried out when the number of data is a power of two as formulated above. 

Next, series of simulated values  is also decomposed 

similarly as in  to have a series of two-element vectors 

, where  and  represent scaling 

coefficients and wavelet coefficients respectively. Now, the decomposed error is 

defined as follows. 

Average error (scaling error)  

Slope error (wavelet error)  

Thus, we have  and . 

Then point-wise errors between series  and  can be obtained for odd time 

points by  and for even time points by 

 where . Thus,  and  form a decomposition on 

point-wise errors as their addition and subtraction establish point-wise errors. 

Next, more responsible cause of error can be identified by determining the largest of 

 and  in each case as follows. 

 If , then average error is the dominant cause of error (denoted by ) 

 If , then slope error is the dominant cause of error (denoted by ) 

 If , then both average and slope errors are equally responsible 

(denoted by ) 

 

Thereafter, a spectrum will be designed using  (dominant cause is average error),  

(dominant cause is slope error) and  (both errors are equally responsible). After 

having error decomposition for all levels obtained via repeated scaling, a collective 

spectrum can be presented. Henceforth, it is named as Decomposed Error Spectrum 

using Wavelets which is abbreviated as DES-W. Next section has a detailed 

description on DES-W. 
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3. Illustrations of DES-W 

To illustrate the context of DES-W, time series data for annual changes in global 

temperature (1970 – 1985) available in a database (Time Series Data Library) is used 

here (Hyndman, 2012). A simulated series with small variation around the data is 

obtained to determine errors. Since data set has sixteen entries, there are four levels in 

the corresponding DES-W according to the coupling. Several trialed cases have been 

presented below with graphs to allow better understanding. The following result in 

Theorem 3.1 is also useful to have a comparative idea in visualization. 

 

Theorem 3.1: Let  be the simulated value for data  and  be the error 

decomposition, where  and  be the average error and slope error respectively 

defined by  and . Then, in a data 

series plot along with corresponding simulated values, the line joining  and  

and the line joining  and  

i. do not intersect if and only if  (ie. average error is the dominant 

cause); 

ii. intersect at one of the time points or coincide if and only if  (ie. both 

average and slope errors are equally responsible) and 

iii. intersect at a point other than two time points if and only if  (ie. 

slope error is the dominant cause). 

 

Proof: 

The result can be easily proved using the following implication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now,  if and only if . By 

considering (+), it can be shown that . For ( ),  is the case. 

Coincidence of  and  yields , which is also an obvious 

possibility of . These arguments claim the result (ii). 

Next, if  then  if and only if  and if  then 

 if and only if  which yield (i) by the cases of  and 

(iii) by the cases of  that conclude the proof of Theorem 3.1.  

Theorem 3.1 suggests that if there is a difference in pattern (ie. slope of increasing or 

decreasing behavior) between two entries in data series and simulated series, then 

slope error is the dominant type. If there are vertical shifts rather than the changes in 

pattern, then average error takes the dominance. 

DES-W of the trialed case is as follows. Figure 3.1 is the corresponding plot. 
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Level 1 :  

Level 2 :  

Level 3 :  

Level 4 :  

 

 
 

Figure 3.1: Data series and a simulated series of annual changes in global temperature 

(1970 – 1985). 

 

 

Here, slope error is the dominant type in Level 1 indicating increasing and decreasing 

patterns are interchanged for data and simulation in respective coupling. In Level 2 

where average values of Level 1 are accounted has slope errors first and then average 

errors. According to the localization there, first half is responsible with an error in 

pattern and second half accounts more with a vertical shift in series values. This 

interpretation for Level 2 and for further levels is not directly visible in the graph 

which reveals a characteristic feature of DES-W. Level 3 spectrum suggests that 

average values of both first two and last two quarters are more responsible with slope 

errors. Finally, Level 4 has the interpretation that average values in first and second 

halves are with a vertical shift rather than a difference in pattern. As interpreted here, 
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we move from high-frequency information to low-frequency information as the 

spectrum progresses from Level 1 to Level 4. 

Next illustration is a special case with higher simulated values for the first half and 

lower simulated values for the second half of the same data series used above. DES-

W and the corresponding plot (Figure 3.2) are shown below for the trialed case. 

Level 1:  

Level 2:  

Level 3:  

Level 4:  

 

 
 

Figure 3.2: Data series and a simulated series of annual changes in global temperature 

(1970 – 1985). 

 

Here, first three levels of DES-W consist of entry  indicating the dominance of 

average errors. However, entry  in Level 4 suggests that average of first half and 

average of second half are associated with a slope error. Behavior of DES-W can be 

easily visualized and interpreted as Theorem 3.1 provides clear guidelines with its 

geometric approach. Another special case where Level 1 consists of all slope errors is 

presented below. 
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Level 2:  

Level 3:  

Level 4:  

 

 
 

Figure 3.3: Data series and a simulated series of annual changes in global temperature 

(1970 – 1985). 

 

 

According to the Figure 3.3, we can expect an appearance where simulated values 

fluctuate around data without creating much one-way residuals when DES-W consists 

of more . If we experiment with more cases, a fluctuating behavior can even be seen 

with entire Level 1 is with  and entire Level 2 is with  as in a case depicted in the 

Figure 3.4. Corresponding DES-W is shown below. 
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Level 2:  

Level 3:  

Level 4:  
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Figure 3.4: Data series and a simulated series of annual changes in global temperature 

(1970 – 1985). 

 

 

Thus, if a level or a considerable portion of it entirely consists of , then next level 

should acquire much attention to see the localized variations between data and 

simulated values. 

Clear advantage of having DES-W instead of a plot appears when time series has a 

large number of data points. On the other hand, a need of searching localized 

variations emerges in such larger time series. DES-W of a case with 128 data points is 

illustrated below along with the plot (Figure 3.5). It is about simulating a sine curve. 
Level 1:  

Level 2:  

Level 3:   

Level 4:   

Level 5:   

Level 6:   

Level 7:   

 

From Level 1 to Level 5, we have consecutive A’s in the latter half. It strongly shows 

the dominance of average errors. Second S in Level 6 indicates a slope error with the 
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averages of third and fourth quarters which can be attended in a fine tuning process. 

Corresponding figure is shown below and for easier identification, sine curve is 

plotted as a continuous curve. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.5: Simulated case for a sine curve 

 

 

4. Discussion on key features of DES-W 

In data analysis, numerical measures such as mean, median, standard deviation and 

illustrative measures such as distribution plots, graphs show their appropriateness 

according to the user’s requirements. However, spectrum approaches as introduced 

here have not yet been recognized up to that potential. Reading a spectrum is more 

like reading a graph where it allows seeing full outcome without restricting the 

analyzed situation to several numerical figures. Thus, spectrums are more on 

illustrative side bringing qualitative variation rather than quantitative outcome. On the 

other hand, comparing several spectrums may be more convenient than comparing 

graphs. Furthermore, in computational approaches, it is much easier to deal with a 

spectrum, which has illustrative layered details than a graph. Especially, this 

advantage along with the applicability of wavelet transforms could be seen in 
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encoding and decoding processes regarding a large amount of information (Cycon et 

al., 2012; Maglogiannis, 2009). 

DES-W has the ability of providing localized information on error. Therefore, it is 

more suitable to use in phenomena with rapid or unexpected fluctuations such as 

weather patterns, disease transmission, financial transactions etc.. Applicability of 

wavelets emerges due to this strong localization ability. This feature is vastly 

discussed in literature for transforms from time domain to frequency domain (Merry, 

2012). Fourier transform is the main contrast, which retrieves the whole series to 

make any frequency output. Hence wavelet transforms could be applied in designing 

tools to analyze smaller portions of a phenomenon via an illustration designed for full 

phenomenon. This potential is very much evident in wavelet applications used in 

signal processing, where a vast amount of data must be manipulated (Talukder and 

Harada, 2007; Ye, Sun and Chang, 2004). 

One of the main usages of DES-W is its applicability as a validation tool in 

mathematical modeling. When an observed data series is simulated via a model, then 

one would expect a mix of ’s and ’s than consecutive ’s or consecutive ’s in the 

corresponding DES-W in considerable number of trials. It may ensure that the model 

does not produce consecutive higher or lower values to the data. If it is not so, then 

one can identify in what time periods and in what frequency levels the model must be 

fine tuned. According to the illustration in Figure 3.5, it requires attention on the latter 

half of the series with much emphasis on higher frequencies as it contains more 

consecutive ’s in the latter half of Level 1. In such a case, macro level deterministic 

features associated with the latter half could be considered for fine tuning. Then we 

must direct the model to have vertical shifts of simulated values. If there are 

consecutive ’s in initial levels, 

At a glance, one may see a limitation due to the way of coupling series values for 

DES-W. For instance, there are no comparisons between second and third entries, 

fourth and fifth entries and so on (Figure 3.4). However, latter levels of DES-W 

remove this drawback for certain extent as a result of scaling process. Further, such a 

pinpoint emphasis is not required once we deal with vast amount of data. If it is 

required to see the effect at first level, coupling process can be shifted by one entry 

provided that an additional entry is available. 

In DES-W, the simplest wavelet type Haar is used to absorb the features of average 

and difference in the corresponding decomposition. One can modify it or use another 

wavelet type to design mathematical tools in data or error analysis with different 

bases of transformation. Those alterations would be formulated in a problem-specific 

manner and according to the end-users requirements. 

 

 

5. UTS: A measure of central tendency via DES-W 

The above computational approach in DES-W can be transformed to an error taming 

technique, which leads to a central measure of simulations. Here, two series of 

simulated values are taken at a time instead of data and simulated values. Error 

taming is twofold as average taming and slope taming. For more localized inspection, 

taming can be executed for Level 1 according to the algorithm explained below. 
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Initially, two series of simulated values (  and ) are taken and decomposed into 

father wavelet (scaling coefficient) and mother wavelet (wavelet coefficient). 

Thereafter, these wavelet values are modified according to the DES-W entries in 

Level 1 of  and  as follows. 

Here,  and  are series of father wavelets of  and  respectively; 

 and  are series of mother wavelets of  and  respectively and 

 and  are series of father and mother wavelets respectively of tamed series 

(say ) of  and . 

Now, entry-wise calculations for modified wavelets must be carried out according to 

the following three cases. 

if spectrum entry is  (average taming) 

 

 

if spectrum entry is  (slope taming) 

 

 

if spectrum entry is  (both average and slope taming) 

 

 

First entries of  and  must be calculated using first entries of , , 

 and  and second entries with corresponding second entries and so on. 

After determining  and , tamed series ( ) can be obtained through 

inverse wavelet transforms. 

Then, 
th
 entry of  and 

th
 entry of 

, where  spans from 1 to half of the points in  (or ). 

Now, tamed values in  must be tamed with next simulated series and the process 

should be continued for all simulated series. After , computing wavelets of tamed 

series must be carried out in a weighted manner to take the typical essence of a central 

tendency measure. Then, wavelets after incorporating 
th
 ( ) simulated series 

should be taken according to the following three cases. 

if spectrum entry is  

 

 
if spectrum entry is  

 

 

if spectrum entry is  

 

 
Thereafter, ultimate tamed series (termed as UTS hereafter) is taken as the central 

tendency measure of all simulated series. The flowchart in Figure 5.1 shows taming 

process of  number of simulated series , , ,…, . 
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Figure 5.1: Taming process of  number of simulated series , , ,…, . ’s 

represent tamed series in each step and UTS (ultimate tamed series) is the last of such. 

 

 

6. Key features of UTS 

There are several key features associated with UTS as described below. They 

basically presents contrasting characteristics to point-wise mean of time series. 

 

6.1 UTS and mean series 

Mean series for  number of series , , ,…,  is given by point-wise average 

. UTS is a good alternative to mean series once ratio of standard deviation to 

mean (coefficient of variation) is relatively higher, where mean is no longer a reliable 

central tendency measure. On the other hand, UTS is much more elaborative since it 

gathers some effect of trend by adjacent entries. However, mean series is unaware of 

any feature associated with trends as it merely represents point-wise averages. Thus, 

UTS guides towards a plausible central tendency measure especially in time series 

simulations subjected to stochastic variations. 

Specific feature acquired by UTS through wavelet-based error decomposition is that 

the taming occurs for only one type (  or ) unless the spectrum entry is . It is the 

property that keeps UTS different from the mean series. In that sense, mean series can 

be considered as a result of taming by both types of wavelets at once. This fact is 

presented with its mathematical proof in Theorem 6.1. Here, it is adequate to have an 

even number of entries in simulated series as Level 1 is the only concern. Case for 

spectrum entry  in taming algorithm can be considered as the rule for this proof. 

 

Theorem 6.1: If two simulated series are tamed by both father and mother wavelets at 

once, then the UTS is similar to the mean series. 

 

  

 

UTS 
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Proof: Without loss of generality, the result can be proved for one case of coupling as 

each couple responds independently in forming tamed series. Hence, the proof will 

continue with first two entries of each series. 

Let  and  be the two series to be tamed. Then the resultant 

wavelet coefficients of tamed series ( ) are as follows considering first two entries. 

Father wavelet of  :  Mother wavelet of  :  

Father wavelet of  :  Mother wavelet of  :  

After taming by both wavelet types, father wavelet of  (first entry) : 

 and mother wavelet of  (first entry) : 

. 

Now, by taking inverse wavelet transform, tamed series has first entry : 

 and second entry : . 

These two entries are same as the first two entries of the corresponding mean series 

respectively given by . Hence, the result can be established for the entire tamed 

series by considering all wavelet entries in Level 1. 

This proof shows in general, UTS and mean series are not the same if taming occurs 

by only one type of taming (father or mother) at least in one coupling. Therefore, it 

seems that mean is a special case of UTS, which will be elaborated more by the next 

feature as well. Before to that let us have one special illustration of UTS and mean 

series for two series. 

Here, two series (Series 1 and Series 2) are taken as to make a constant mean series 

allowing easier understanding. Though two series have fluctuating behavior, their 

mean series does not reflect such variations. However, UTS of two series has acquired 

a fluctuating pattern. This is a result of our wavelet approach of formulating UTS 

which caters variations in localized trends. Thus, we can expect more realistic 

indication via UTS. 
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Figure 6. 1: Illustration of UTS and mean series for two given series 

 

 

6.2 UTS and one type of error 

This section presents a property of UTS that describes under what circumstances UTS 

and mean series are alike. If the error for a particular coupling is accounted with only 

one type of error (either average or slope error is zero), then UTS is similar to the 

mean series. Following two results establish this fact. 

 

Theorem 6.2: Let be a set of simulated 

series, where each pair  and  accounts with one of the conditions 

 

 

for each case of coupling  (ie. One coupling deals with one condition 

for every two series). 

Then the mean series of any collection of ’s and any  follow the same. That is if 

is such a mean series then; condition (i) leads to the result 
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 and condition (ii) leads to the result 

 for the each case of coupling . 

 

Proof: Let  for and . 

According to the given conditions, ’s are constants. Now, by considering mean 

series entries; 

 

 

 

. 

Similarly, the result of  can be proved by taking 

 for and . Here, ’s are 

constants. 

Here, condition (i) indicates that there is no slope error and condition (ii) claims that 

there is no average error between coupled entries. Thus, Theorem 6.2 revels that if 

coupled entries are associated with only one type of error (average or slope) for a 

given coupling, then mean series also associates with the same error at corresponding 

coupling. 

Next result is about UTS and corresponding mean series with the restriction of one 

type of error. Thus, it also contains precondition same as in Theorem 6.2. 

 

Theorem 6.3: Let be a set of simulated 

series, where each pair  and  accounts with one of the conditions 

 

 

for the each case of coupling  (ie. One coupling deals with one 

condition for every two series). 

Then UTS of ’s is same as the mean series of those ’s. 

 

Proof: Without loss of generality, the result can be proved for one case of coupling as 

each couple responds independently in forming UTS. Hence, the proof will continue 

with . Let  and  be the first two series to be tamed. 

If condition (i) satisfies then slope error is zero. Therefore, taming should be carried 

out by father wavelets. However, mother wavelet of first tamed series ( ) can 

also be considered as the average of mother wavelets  and  since 

 when the condition (i) is satisfied. Hence, it resembles situation where taming 

occurs by both types of wavelets. Condition (ii) directs that father wavelet of first 

tamed series ( ) can also be considered as the average of father wavelets  

and  since  while taming occurs by mother wavelet. Now, 
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according to the Theorem 6.1, above two arguments yield that tamed series is similar 

to the mean series of  and . 

Next, an inductive procedure is followed to prove the result for any number of series. 

Let us assume the result is true for  number of series. That means tamed 

series of those  number of series ( ) is same as their mean series (say ) 

(ie. ). 

For convenience, let us use the same notations for first and second terms of  and 

next 
th
 series similar to those first and second terms in  and . According to the 

taming process (Figure 5.1), the first term of tamed series after taking 
th
 series (say 

) comes as follows when condition (i) satisfies (ie. taming occurs by father 

wavelets). 

 

It can be simplified into the following formula. 

 

Here,  and  can be considered as terms of mean series  since 

. Furthermore, the condition (i) in Theorem 6.2 shows that 

 since  and  are terms of another series (
th
 series) in the same collection. 

Therefore,  becomes which is the first term of the mean series of all  

series since  is the first term of the mean series  and  is the first term of 
th

 

series. Result for the second term of tamed series after taking 
th
 series will follow the 

same inductive procedure. Further, similar procedure can be used to prove the result 

when condition (ii) satisfies. Now, by mathematical induction result is true for any 

number of series. 

The same procedure can be followed for other couplings . Hence, UTS 

of ’s is same as the mean series of those ’s subject to the conditions given in (i) 

and (ii). 

 

Corollary 6.1: Theorem 6.3 is valid when both the conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied 

simultaneously too. 

This corollary is an immediate implication since taming can be considered to be 

occurred by both wavelets when both the conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 

 

6.3 Order of taming 

Next feature is relevant to the order of taking simulated series into the taming process. 

In general, UTS depends on the order of taming. It occurs because wavelet type and 

numerical output vary according to the chosen series at a time. This feature cannot be 

seen in mean series. Therefore, UTS further backs up the stochastic nature of a model 

in which UTS is taken as a central tendency measure. However, order does not matter 

if the conditions in Theorem 6.3 apply. 
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7. Applicability and further improvements of DES-W and UTS 

In the context of applications, it is evident that decomposed error spectrums DES-W 

and wavelet based error taming (UTS) are suited in analyzing model simulations with 

the emphasis of trends. Hence, these tools are quite useful in time series analysis 

associated with signal processing, disease transmission, weather forecasting, 

environmental pollution, financial transactions, etc. which are highly vulnerable to 

localized trends. If someone wants to validate a model with confidence intervals as a 

basic statistical approach, then it can be observed whether UTS lies within the 

confidence intervals. It provides additional credibility on validation process since it 

has different features contrasting to a mean series discussed in the previous section. 

In UTS, taming process is carried out by averaging either father or mother wavelets or 

both according to the directives of DES-W. Instead of just averaging, some weights 

can be manipulated. For instance, one can have more weight on the wavelet produced 

by the latest series at each step of taming. The other way can also be processed by 

putting more weight on the series already tamed. Decisions on those alternative cases 

would be a matter of problem-specific objectives. 

More simulation trials and analysis would improve the measures DES-W and UTS in 

relation to their applicability. Thus, we would be able to see further versions and 

immediate results of theorems derived in this chapter. 
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